Shopping List

3/4yd - ASD-11465-195 Bright (panel)

1/4yd - ASD-11467-195 Bright (brown homes/border 1)

1/3yd - ASD-11466-70 Aqua (aqua apples/border 2)

1/4yd - ASD-11467-108 Fuchsia (white ground/border3)

1/3yd - ASD-11467-47 Grass (green homes/border 4)

1/3yd - ASD-11466-108 Fuchsia (pink apples/border 5)

1-1/8yds - Shannon Fabrics Candy Stripe in Watermelon/Topaz

46" x 50" piece of batting (for machine quilting, or cut to size if you plan to use a different method like Rae’s Cheater Method - which we LOVE!)
Cutting
From the panel print: fussy cut one piece at 20-1/2" x 24-1/2".

From the brown houses/border 1: cut (3) strips at 2-1/2" x width of fabric (WOF). Subcut those pieces into (2) strips at 2-1/2" x 20-1/2" and (1) strip at 2-1/2" x 28-1/2".

From the blue apples/border 2: cut (4) strips at 2-1/2" x WOF. Subcut those pieces into (2) strips at 2-1/2" x 24-1/2" and (2) strips at 2-1/2" x 32-1/2".

From the white ground print/border 3: cut (4) strips at 1-1/2" x WOF. Subcut those pieces into (2) strips at 1-1/2" x 28-1/2" and (2) strips at 1-1/2" x 34-1/2".

From the green houses/border 4: cut (4) strips at 2-1/2" x WOF. Subcut those pieces into (2) strips at 2-1/2" x 30-1/2" and (2) strips at 2-1/2" x 38-1/2".

From the pink apples/border 5: cut (4) strips at 2-1/2" x WOF. Subcut those pieces into (2) strips at 2-1/2" x 34-1/2" and (2) strips at 2-1/2" x 42-1/2".

Assembly:
(always use a 1/4" seam unless otherwise noted)

Starting with the border 1 fabrics, first attach the top & bottom borders and press your seams. Then attach the side borders, press the seams, and repeat for the next border.